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ADRIEN DAUZATS
French 1804-1868

Mihrab of the Mosque of Ahmed Ibn Tulun
Oil on canvas, signed lower left
Image size: 25 × 18 ½ inches (63.5 × 47 cm)
Provenance
1867, Paris Salon No: 421
1868, Lyon, Société des Amis des Arts, No 244
1869, 1-4 February, Paris Hotel Drouot, ‘Sale of l’atelier of Adrien Dauzats’: No 2-Mireb de la
Mosque de Tayloun, au Caire
Private Collection
Literature
Catalogue Raisonne Adrien Dauzats, number 157.

Adrien Dauzats was a French landscape and genre painter. Born in Bordeaux in 1804, he studied
set painting. Dauzats was one of the ﬁrst painters to embark on exploratory trips to the Middle
East. In 1830 Dauzats went to Egypt with Baron Taylor, on an oﬃcial mission to visit Mehemet
Ali. Afterwards they visited the Nile Valley, Cairo, and the Sinai desert, discussed in his book
“Fifteen Days at Sinai” and then on to Palestine, and Syria. These travels were a huge inﬂuence
on Dauzat's future works. He was a frequent exhibitor at the Paris Salon.

Dauzats was a friend of Eugene Delacroix, who was an admirer of his work. It is said that Dauzat's
work, “reveals the art of layout, precise detail, combined with treatment contrasts, sometimes
dramatic, light and perspective which, in addition to documentary value, give an aesthetic
outcome of Orientalism.”
Works by Adrien Dauzat are quite rare and this is a ﬁne example. Dauzats has captured a real
sense of depth in this work, with the light cast across the scene, which glistens oﬀ the tiles and
columns. This scene witnessed by Dauzat is caught forever in time, the worshipper is oblivious
to us as he is at one with his prayers, Dauzat must have been moved himself and shows this in
the beauty of the moment. His artwork is represented in over 45 museums worldwide.

The Mihrab in this painting is in the Mosque of Ahmed Ibn Tulun in Cairo, Egypt.
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JEAN RAYMOND HIPPOLYTE LAZERGES
French 1817-1887

The Musician
Oil on canvas, signed lower right, inscribed and dated 1870
Image size: 22 × 14 ½ inches (56 × 37 cm)
Lazerges, a native of Algiers, was a painter and composer. He underwent his military service
in Paris in 1838 but frequently returned to Algiers. Some twenty years later he settled in North
Africa permanently to continue his passion of painting.

From 1876 -86, Lazerges regularly exhibited at the Paris salon and exhibited at least one if not two
pictures of Muslim subjects almost every year, sometimes adding explanatory notes to his
catalogue entries. His pictures were often of one or two full length figures. He is represented in at
least sixteen museums in France as well as the Musée Nationale des Beaux Arts in Algiers.
With the artists Joseph Sintes and Alfred Chataud, he was one of the founders of the school of
Algiers Orientalism, characterized by an intimate and realistic representation of the people and
landscapes.
His ability as an artist were recognised officially when he was elevated to Knight of the Légion
d’Honneur at the French Universal Exhibition in 1867.

Art critics of the time heaped him with praise, Louis Auvray, noted that the compositions showed
a “correct and elegant way of life”. Bruno Foucart noted “the paintings showed empathy for dramatic
subjects, and prominent use of chiaroscuro”. Anne Bousquet said “The compositions are peaceful and
languorous, and appear more colourful and intimate than other artists’ work”. Reverie (1883).

The scene set in a café, depicts the musician looking at the viewer, enticing them to join him.
Lazerges has deliberately focused in high detail the musician as it drawers us in to the scene, he
skilfully plays with the use of chiaroscuro dappled across the scene, to add to the sense of depth
and light. The detail in the folds in the clothing and headdresses is recreated in a very lifelike
manner, giving the picture a sense of realism.

The eye is also led to the musician’s coffee pot and cup, almost a stunning still life on its own,
with the decoration on the cup and the light glinting off the pot.
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DAVID ROBERTS R.A.
1796-1864

Luxor
Pencil, watercolour and bodycolour
Signed lower right David Roberts R.A.; inscribed lower centre left. Luxor Decr 1st 1838.
Image size: 19 × 12 ¾ inches (48.5 × 32.5 cm)
Provenance
David Roberts R.A Estate
1865, 13-15 May, Christie, Lot 849, ‘Catalogue of the Pictures, Drawings, and Sketches,
in Water-Colours and Oil, of the late David Roberts, R.A.’, (Roberts’s Studio Sale), as ‘Luxor:
obelisk, with ﬁgures’
1865, Purchased from Christies by Mr Graves
Private Collection

David Roberts travelled up the Nile to Abu Simbel and back to Cairo between early October and
late December 1838. He visited Luxor, with its magniﬁcent temple, on 23 October, noting in his
diary that of the two obelisks dominating the entrance, only one now remained, the other having
been given by Muhammad Ali to the French and re-erected in the Place de la Concorde in Paris.
The other had been destined for England, but Roberts hoped that it would remain where it was,
‘for’, as he wrote, ‘however interesting these may be to the antiquarian they are out of place
everywhere but surrounded by the temples which harmonize with them’ (MS Eastern Journal,
National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh). In this Roberts shows sensitivity, rare for his time, to
the integrity of ancient monuments. He also noted the two colossal seated ﬁgures on either side
of the gateway ‘buried up to the chest and sadly mauled’. Behind them stands the entrance pylon
of Ramesses II, from the top of which he gained a good view of the temple and the modern
dwellings which had been built within it.

On the return journey he spent ten days at Luxor and Karnac making several drawings and two
oil studies, noting in his diary for 1 December, ‘Commenced and ﬁnished at Luxor and made three
large sketches …’. The watercolour here, inscribed in Roberts’s hand, is likely to be one of these.
In it he captures not only the monumentality of the mighty temple, dwarﬁng the small ﬁgures in
front, but also the bright sunlight, in weather, as he remarked, ‘like our summer!’. He makes no
mention of the group of Nubians apparently being sketched or recorded by a British soldier, and
seems to have added them to introduce a contemporary note to the ancient surroundings. Whether
this is intended to represent the ‘Captain N…’ who with ‘Mr V…’ accompanied Roberts in a
separate boat when he ascended the Nile is not clear, since they seem to have parted company
near Abu Simbel, and were not with Roberts on his return journey.

The watercolour appeared, with minor variations, as a lithograph in the ﬁrst volume of Roberts’s
Egypt & Nubia (1846, plate 22), titled Luxor and dated Decr 1st 1838. In the later, smaller edition
of the work, it was titled Obelisk at Luxor (1856, Vol. IV, pl.147).

With thanks to Briony Llewellyn
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JOHN FREDERICK LEWIS R.A
1804-1876

Head of a Cairo Lady
Oil on panel, inscribed on a label verso
Image size: 5 ¾ × 5 inches (14.5 × 13 cm)
Provenance
J. F. Lewis R.A Estate
1877, 4-7 May, Christie, Manson & Woods, Lot 372, ‘Head of a Lady, Cairo’. £3.5.0
1877, Mr Craig
Private Collection

John Frederick Lewis was one of the ﬁnest and most intriguing Orientalist artists of the 19th
century. Unlike most of his compatriots who visited Egypt for a few months at most, he lived and
worked in Cairo for nearly a decade, 1841-51, wearing Ottoman costume and adopting some of
the customs of the local merchant class. In 1844, his friend, the writer William Makepeace
Thackeray, visited him in the old Ottoman-style house in which he lived, and in the witty and
idiosyncratic account of his journey that he published on his return to England, glamorised Lewis’s
luxurious Eastern lifestyle, as ‘a dreamy, hazy, lazy, tobaccoﬁed life’. Lewis was the suave, urban
bay, master of a large household, who wore ‘a very handsome grave costume of dark blue,
consisting of an embroidered jacket and gaiters, and a pair of trousers, which would make a set
of dresses for an English family’(Notes of a Journey from Cornhill to Grand Cairo, 1846).

In 1850 Lewis sent The Hhareem (Corporate Collection, Japan), a large watercolour depicting the
introduction of a new slave into a harem, to London, for exhibition at the Society of Painters in
Water Colours. It caused a sensation and the following year he returned to England with a large
number of sketches, as well as a rich collection of Eastern costume and artefacts. All these provided
source material for the elaborate compositions of oriental life that he painted in both oils and
watercolours during the remaining 25 years of his life. Among them were several scenes of
sumptuously dressed women in interiors suﬀused in bright sunlight ﬁltered through mashrabiya
windows, painted with virtuosity unmatched by any of his contemporaries. One of these is “The
Harem” (Birmingham Museums and Art Gallery) an undated oil, apparently not exhibited, but
probably a late work. The Head of a Cairo Lady here shows the same model as the principal girl
in this painting, languidly reclining on the divan and admiring herself in a mirror. Delicately
executed, with the face carefully modulated, he may have intended it as a work of art in its own
right, for sale to a customer.

With thanks to Briony Llewellyn
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ARTHUR VON FERRARIS (Hungarian 1856-Circa 1936)

Nubian Lady
Oil on panel, signed lower right and dated 1894
Image size: 10 × 7 ¼ inches (25.5 × 18.5 cm)
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NICOLO FORCELLA (Italian Fl: 1870-1900)

The Sitar Player
Oil on canvas, signed upper right
Image size: 21 × 16 inches (53.5 × 40.5 cm)
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GEORGE EDWARD ROBERTSON (1864-1920)

At The Well
Oil on canvas, signed lower right
Image size: 28 × 36 ½ inches (71 × 93 cm)
14

CHARLES THÉODORE FRÈRE (French 1814-1888)

Evening on the Nile
Oil on panel, signed lower left and inscribed verso
Image size: 6 ½ × 13 ¾ inches (16.5 × 35 cm)
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JOHN ALEXANDER HARINGTON BIRD
1846-1936

The Drinking Well
Oil on canvas, signed lower right
Image size: 16 × 24 ½ inches (40.5 × 62.5 cm)
Harington Bird was a painter of animals, often in watercolour, and an illustrator of books and
magazines. Born on 23rd May 1846, he was destined for the Army but took up painting instead.
He studied at The Royal Academy Schools and in 1870, aged 24, exhibited his ﬁrst picture there.
Between 1871 and 1873 he worked as an illustrator for a publication entitled, ‘Dark Blue’. A second
Royal Academy exhibit, ‘On Suﬀerance’, followed in 1874 before Bird set oﬀ for Montreal, Canada,
where he became an Associate of the Royal Canadian Academy, but in 1885, after a ten year
absence, he returned to England.

Once back, Bird resumed his Academy career with ‘A Roused Bull’ 1886. He continued to illustrate,
contributing to ‘Racing and Coaching’ by AEJ Walker (1897), as well as doing the book jackets of
Nat Gould’s racing novels. He seems also to have been engaged in commissions, painting
prominent English racehorses of the time. Around the turn of the century, Bird started to
concentrate on the Arab horse, and probably visited North Africa to study this noble animal in its
natural environment. On the whole, Bird painted the Arabian horse in watercolour and achieved
remarkable eﬀects in this medium, capturing in particular the sheen of the horses’ coats and the
dust of the desert.

Bird’s meticulous attention to equine anatomy and skill as an artist make him the leading horse
painter of the Orientalist movement. His work is to be found in many prominent collections,
including The Royal Collection at Buckingham Palace.

This painting is a rare oil, as he mainly painted in watercolour. The horses are depicted in proﬁle,
with the classical grace of a horse on the Parthenon frieze or a Stubbs. The pose conveys their
elegant conﬁguration, ﬁne musculature and glossy coats. The desert setting is painted more
broadly, as a strong backdrop in beautiful tones of blue with ﬂecks of gold on the sunlit sky, so as
not to detract from the visual impact of the powerful horses. The coats of the three horses draw
the viewer in to these magniﬁcent animals. Two of the main reasons western artists travelled to
the Middle East was for the strong light and the brilliant colours, both of which Bird uses to full
eﬀect in this scene.
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FILIPPO BARTOLINI (Italian 1861-1908)

The Courtyard
Watercolour, signed, dated 1880 and inscribed lower right
Image size: 17 ¾ × 11 ¾ inches (45 × 30 cm)
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VINCENZO LORIA (Italian 1850-1939)

The Golden Headress
Oil on canvas, signed upper left
Image size: 21 × 16 inches (53.5 × 40.5 cm)
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DAVID ROBERTS R.A.
1796-1864

David Roberts drawings were carefully turned into lithographs by Louis Haghe (1806-1885). All were produced
from 1842-49 by the publisher F.G. Moon. The cost of the expensive endeavour was partly oﬀset by
subscriptions from wealthy mainly British people such as Queen Victoria, Tsar Nicholas I of Russia, John
Ruskin, Mehemet Ali, the Pasha of Egypt, and friend of David Roberts, Charles Dickens.
Prints were made of each drawing from the Louis Haghes’ original plate, rendered in reverse on the stone. The
prints are in two sizes, a full plate size of 13 ¾ × 19 ¾ inches and half plates of 9 ¾ × 13 ¾ inches. Each lithograph
was printed in two formats.

The ﬁrst printed was the “Subscription” edition. Here the lithograph was printed onto a thin but expensive
paper cut to size, and after being mounted on thick card was then laboriously hand-coloured by a group of
ladies. This would ensure that each lithograph gave the impression of being an original water colour rather
than a print. Indeed, every copy of the identical lithograph in the subscription edition is slightly diﬀerent from
the next, no two being exactly alike.

The second set printed later was the “First Edition”, pressed onto the thick paper that served also as text pages
for the half plates. These were uncoloured, but had one or two tints from the printing. We have these coloured
to match the subscription edition.
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EDOUARD ALEXANDRE SAIN (French 1830-1910)
Portrait of a Young Girl
Oil on panel, signed lower left and dated 1869
Image size: 23 ½ × 19 inches (60 × 48 cm)
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RICHARD WRIGHT

Flourished 1720-1775

The Fishery
Oil on canvas
Image size: 17 × 21 inches (43 × 53.5 cm)
Provenance
Possibly with Horace Walpole (1717-97), Strawberry Hill House, Twickenham.
The Horace Walpole Auction, 1842.
Private Collection, USA.

Richard Wright was thought to have been born in Liverpool around 1720. He was a near
contemporary and neighbour of Liverpool artists William Caddick and George Stubbs. In those
early days of the port, the call for ship paintings would scarcely support a specialist maritime
artist, prompting the aspiring Richard Wright to move to London by 1762. The major seaport and
metropolitan surroundings provided greater opportunities in his chosen ﬁeld, his subsequent
success leading to his being known as 'Wright of Liverpool'; the ﬁrst Liverpool artist to achieve a
national reputation.
'The Fishery'
On 15 December 1762 a proposal was heard in London’s Society for the Encouragement of Arts,
Manufactures, and Commerce (or Society of Arts) “that a ﬁrst prize be oﬀered for the best original
Painting of a Sea Piece.” This was a timely suggestion: government oﬃcials were then negotiating
an end to the Seven Years’ War, from which Britain had emerged as a vigorous maritime
superpower; the “Sea Piece,” or marine painting, was an artwork uniquely capable of celebrating
this new supremacy in a direct and relatively accessible manner.

Wright obtained the premium [prize], with this picture. The ship in this composition may be
identiﬁed, from its ﬁgurehead, as HMS Neptune, depicted entering harbour. This highly detailed
and technically accomplished composition became so popular it was turned into a print for
everyone to appreciate.

The title arises from a foreground detail in the painting showing beached boats and ﬁshermen
unloading and sorting their catch and a specially constructed horse drawn 'land carriage'. The
incidental 'ﬁshery' allusion is thought to refer to the contemporary oﬀer by the Society of Arts, of
a separate prize for a successful commercial scheme for supplying the metropolis with fresh ﬁsh –
a pressing problem at the time.

The original picture which won the competition is now in the Yale Centre for British Art, and the
version we have would have been painted by Wright a few years afterwards.

This information was kindly shared to us by Dr Sarah Monks.
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ERNEST ARTHUR ROWE (1863-1922)

The Garden at Blair Castle
Watercolour, signed lower left and dated 1897
Image size: 12 × 17 ¾ inches (30.5 × 45 cm)
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WILLIAM BROMLEY III (1815-1888)

A Carriage to the Ball
Oil on canvas, signed lower right and dated 1869
Image size: 33 × 43 ¾ inches (84 × 111 cm)
25

Follower of

HANS HOLBEIN THE YOUNGER
1497-1543

Sir Thomas More
Oil on canvas
Image size: 28 × 22 ½ inches (71 × 57 cm)
The portrait depicts More half length, seated to the right, his right arm resting on a parapet. He
holds a paper in his right hand and he wears a black bonnet over a skull cap.

On his sleeve, the uppermost dark red layer is a semi translucent red glaze which would have
been applied to create deep red shadows in the folds of the sleeve. This red glaze consists mainly
of a red lake pigment with the occasional particle of opaque vermilion and plant black.

Sir Thomas More (7 February 1478-6 July 1535), is known to Roman Catholics, as Saint Thomas
More since 1935. He was canonised by Pope Pius XI in 1935 as one of the early martyrs of the
schism that separated the English Church from Catholicism in the 16th century.

Sir Thomas More was an English lawyer, social philosopher, author, statesman, and noted
Renaissance humanist. He was an important councillor to King Henry VIII of England, and was
Lord Chancellor from October 1529, to 16 May 1532.

He is commemorated by the Church of England as a "Reformation Martyr". More, coined the word
"utopia" – a name he gave to an ideal and imaginary island nation, the political system of which
he described in Utopia published in 1516.

More opposed the King's separation from the Catholic Church, and refused to accept the King as
Supreme Head of the Church of England. This was a title that had been given by Parliament
through the Act of Supremacy of 1534. More was imprisoned in 1534, over his refusal to take the
oath. He argued that the Act disparaged Papal power and he could not approve Henry’s marriage
to Catherine of Aragon.
In 1535, he was tried for treason, convicted on a perjured testimony, and beheaded. Intellectuals
and statesmen across Europe were stunned by More's execution. Erasmus saluted him as one
"whose soul was more pure than any snow, whose genius was such that England never had and
never again will have its like".

Two centuries later Jonathan Swift said he was "the person of the greatest virtue this kingdom
ever produced“, a sentiment with which Samuel Johnson agreed.
From paint analysis it has been proven this work dates from between the years 1580 to 1700.
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NATHANIEL HONE R.A.
1718-1784

Portrait of a Lady, possibly Laetitia Pilkington
Oil on canvas
Image size: 18 ½ × 12 ½ inches (47 × 32 cm)
Provenance
Mr Watson in the 18th Century.
Private Collection, England.

Nathaniel Hone was born on 24 April 1718 in Dublin. In his youth, he moved to England, where
he worked as an itinerant portrait painter. In 1742, he married Mary Earle in York Minster, a
woman endowed with a small fortune. His marriage may have obviated his need to travel, as soon
afterwards he settled in St James's Place, London.

He produced both oil paintings and miniatures, and quickly established a sizeable clientele. His
works on enamel are of particularly high quality.
Hone exhibited a total of twenty-eight paintings at the Society of Artists of Great Britain, between
1760 and 1768. However, he defected in 1768 to become one of the two Irish foundation members
of the Royal Academy. He was a proliﬁc exhibitor at the Academy, showing sixty-nine oil paintings
and miniatures there between 1769 and 1784, the year of his death.

Hone's portraiture was solid, and sometimes exceptional. He was particularly adept at depicting
children, and often aﬀorded his sitters a distinctly soft expression. He commanded an enviable
proﬁle among his peers.

Hone's work can be found at major museums across the world.

Laetitia Pilkington (c.1709-1750), poet and autobiographer, was born in Dublin. She was a
celebrated Anglo-Irish poet and important source of information concerning the early 18th
century. Her Memoirs are the source of much of what is known regarding the personalities and
habits of Jonathan Swift and others.
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ENGLISH SCHOOL
Circa 1580

Peregrine Bertie, Lord Willoughby de Eresby
Oil on panel
Image size: 18 × 14 ¾ inches (46 × 37.5 cm)
This portrait has been identiﬁed due to likenesses with the miniature of the sitter in the Victoria
& Albert Museum.
The suit of armour is broadly-speaking about 1580 and Italianate. The artist who provided the
designs for the etched decoration on the armour is Enea Vico (1523-1567).

The suit of armour he wears is dress armour and from his long time abroad he would have gained
a much more European sense of style.

Peregrine Bertie, known as Lord Willoughby, was a diplomat and renowned soldier during the
reign of Elizabeth I. His honourable service for Queen and country began in the 1580s at a time
when England was cautiously supporting the Dutch in their long battle for independence from
Spain.

Elizabeth I sent Willoughby on various diplomatic missions. In 1582, he travelled to Denmark to
present Frederick II with the Order of The Garter although his main intent was to secure a
protection agreement for English merchant ships in Danish waters. He returned to Denmark in
1585, to secretly obtain Danish help regarding the Netherlands. Frederick II was eventually
persuaded to put diplomatic pressure on the Spanish King and also agreed to send a large number
of horses to aid the English forces now openly ﬁghting in the Netherlands.

Willoughby wished to serve as a soldier and in 1586 arrived in Amsterdam. He was appointed
governor of the strategic port of Bergen op Zoom under the overall leadership of Robert Dudley,
Earl of Leicester, Willoughby refused to take a defensive stance preferring to initiate daring raids
on Spanish lines. But throughout his posting he was forced to draw on his own wealth to sustain
his position and pay his troops. He served valiantly in the unsuccessful Battle at Zutphen before
achieving a famous victory at the Siege of Bergen in 1588.

At this stage he had replaced the Earl of Leicester, a position he was not keen to accept because of
the increased strain it would impose on his ﬁnances, but the Queen was insistent. However, after
only a few months Willoughby resigned as relations between the English and Dutch had soured
and more pertinently his coﬀers were almost empty. By the end of 1588 he was £4000 in debt
despite selling most of the family silver and his wife’s jewels. His military career continued as he
was immediately sent to France to lead an army in support of Henri of Navarre the new Huguenot
King of France who was ﬁghting for his kingdom against Catholic opposition. Willoughby was at
heart a military man.

His strength of command, leadership from the front and concern for the welfare of his men made
him one of the most admired and well known soldiers of his time. He was celebrated in several
ballads, the most notable of which was” Brave Lord Willoughby.”
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